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Professional Beauty India presents the Virtual
Salon Management Congress (SMC-V). As the
salon industry in India resumes Business as
Unusual, it is left with a new set of challenges in the
post-lockdown scenario.
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ABOUT SALON MANAGEMENT CONGRESS
Cutting it during Covid times
Professional Beauty India presents the Virtual Salon Management Congress
(SMC-V). As the salon industry in India resumes Business as Unusual, it is left
with a new set of challenges in the post-lockdown scenario. We bring together
skippers of the salon industry in a two-day virtual conference to present their
thoughts and strategies to deal with the current situation in the best manner
possible.
Be a part of the salon business revolution with the Virtual Salon Management
Congress 2020.
Hear industry leaders, brand and salon owners unite and talk about nothing
but salon business!
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Unusual times = unusual solutions

Pragmatic approach

Industry experts will gather on a digital platform
under the leadership of Professional Beauty
India and discuss the nuances of salon business
in the light of social distancing, mass paranoia
and hygiene protocols.

The repercussions of lockdown are real and
long lasting. Salon owners gear up to share
their know-how on operations, ﬁnance and
marketing, and help curate a customised
approach for the salon business.

Crystal ball gazing

Salon Community -United #strongertogether

Amid uncertainty and speculation, the salon
industry is beset with issues such as low footfall,
operational restrictions and an increasing cost
base. Salon leaders from across the country take
a lead to assess the current problems, ideate
workable strategies and predict the times
ahead.

SMC-V will again connect and unite the salon
community bringing hundreds of owners,
managers and team members together to
ideate long term solutions to the current salon
business challenges.

www.professionalbeauty.in
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AGENDA SUMMARY
Panel Topic 1
How to manage your salon staff in the new normal?
This pandemic has seen widespread uncertainty amongst the salon team with paycuts, job losses
and increased workloads. So how do you keep your team motivated and positive when the business
and client environment is tough?

Panel Topic 2
Salon Model 2.0: Survival of the ﬁttest and nimblest: what will the industry look like in the near
future?
With thousands of salons closing across the country, some temporarily and some permanently
what is the future of the traditional salon model? Will it continue to attract entrepreneurs and talent
and grow and thrive? Will those who survive thrive in a less competitive market? Will those who
have exited now get a chance to make a comeback? Will India continue to be a lucrative option for
international brands – both salon and products brands?

Panel Topic 3
Back to school: analysing what academies need to learn to adapt their models to the Covid-era?
What does the future hold for beauty academies? Is digital training here to stay?

Panel Topic 4
Inside - Out: Analysing the impact of home services on the traditional
salon business
Fight it out or integrate it: what stand should salons take on the growth of
home services?
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AGENDA SUMMARY
Panel Topic 5
Social Media: Friend, Foe or Saviour?
Is social media a tick box activity for you? Are you relying only on an old school content overload
philosophy or have you understood what social media means in today's lockdown environment?
Are you blindly following trends and doing what 100 other salons are doing on their page? Are you
expecting your social media to drive sales rather than using it for brand, image building and talking
to your clients?

Panel Topic 6
A Workable Salon Model: The need of the hour
It's time to re-look at your lavish space and huge team formats. With social distancing becoming
the norm and cash ﬂow crunch, innovation at the fundamental level of salon management is a
must. What will the new service menu look like as high maintenance hair, skin and makeup looks go
out the window in a WFH environment?

Business Masterclasses
1. Practical approach to getting back on track, including managing the cash ﬂow
2. Exploring retail and other new revenue areas
3. Redesigning your service menu-what to drop and what to add for a value-for-money proﬁtable
mix on your menu?
4. Customer service: what does the new face of customer service look like?

www.professionalbeauty.in
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MARKETING CAMPAIGN AND REACH
55,000+

3,08,996

Email Recipients

Website Visits

SOCIAL MEDIA ACTIVITY

EMAIL ACTIVITY

48,000

15+

Facebook Followers

Email Campaigns

15,000+

55,000+

Instagram Followers

Email Recipients

MEDIA
COVERAGE

OFFICIAL WEBSITE HITS

2000+

3,08,996

Twitter Followers

95,000+
Youtube Subscribers

www.professionalbeauty.in
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30,000+
SMS count
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PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
TITLE PARTNER (EXCLUSIVE):

INR 250,000 + taxes

Event to be branded as ‘brand presents’ Salon Management Congress (SMC)
Partner’s logo to be used with SMC logo at all times throughout the promotions
Partner entitled to one exclusive speaking slot on either day of the Congress (for the
brand representative or expert they nominate)
Partner branding visible on both days across all sessions
Partner’s session EDM sent to all industry database of 60k+
Partner’s session post on PBIs ofﬁcial social media channels
One SMS showcasing partner’s participation to PBI visitor database
Closed room 30 minute conversation with upto 10 key accounts built around the event

GOLD PARTNER:

INR 100,000+ taxes

To be branded as ‘Gold partner’ for the Salon Management Congress (SMC)
Partners’ logo to be used during the SMC promotions
Partner entitled to one panellist slot on either day of the congress
Partner branding visible during the chosen panel discussion session
Partners’ session EDM sent to all industry database of 60k+
Partner session post on PBIs ofﬁcial social media channels

SILVER PARTNER:

INR 35,000+ taxes

To be branded as ‘Silver partner’ for the Salon Management Congress (SMC)
Partners’ logo to be used during the SMC promotions

www.professionalbeauty.in
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SALON MANAGEMENT CONGRESS FLASHBACK
Chain Salon Owners

Franchise Owners

18.5%

7.5%

Salon Managers

29%

Salon Marketing
Managers

4.5%

ATTENDEES
Salon Operations Managers

Standalone Salon Owners

6%

34.5%

PAST SPEAKERS
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MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT
AAKASH CHAUDHARY È+91 9820444705 | › aakash.chaudhary@ideas-exchange.in
PRIYANKA PARSHURAMI È+91 9833472397 | › priyanka.parshurami@ideas-exchange.in

